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video tutorial guideline

Set-Up
1. Phone/tablet video specs
The camera on your phone or tablet is of better quality than that 
on your laptop or desktop computer so will produce a better 
video. We recommend you use it unless you have a separate 
video camera.

• Before shooting you need to be sure that you have enough 
space on your phone for the files. You’ll want to choose to 
film in 1080p if at all possible. This could mean needing 
up to 1GB of free space.

• Camera Settings: Open up your camera, choose ‘video’. 
Depending on your phone, there may be a ‘settings’ button, 
or you’ll see ‘720P’ or ‘1080P’ at the top of the screen. If 
not, go to ‘settings’, or on other phones you can drag up the 
bottom or down from the top to see the camera settings. 
Make sure not to pick ‘60fps’, that’s for a slow motion 
video. You’ll want this in 24/25/30fps.

• Put your phone onto airplane mode while recording – no 
interruptions from calls or texts.

• Try to leave some buffer time before you start and after you 
finish. Make sure you are comfortable and ready to start 
recording. Hit ‘record’, and take a breath before you begin. 
Likewise leave a couple of seconds after you finish speaking 
before you hit ‘stop’.

2. Phone/video orientation
• You’ll need to decide whether to shoot in landscape of 

portrait. This will depend on where the footage is going 
to be used. A longer video for YouTube will work best in 
landscape, however portrait would be more appropriate 
for a short Instagram video. The broadcast standard is 
landscape. 

• Try to avoid holding the camera or phone in your hand 
while shooting. If handheld is a must, then be sure to hold 
your phone or camera as steady as possible. If you have 
any phone-holding gadget from your car, this can work. 
A tripod is ideal. Otherwise set up your phone or camera 
standing on something to prop it up. Feel free to get 
creative with this with tape, elastic bands etc.

• Keep the phone or camera at eye level, angles that are 
too low or too high are unflattering and poor quality. If 
working from a laptop, prop it up on top of something, for 
example a stack of books. 

• Ideally you’ll use the front camera on your phone. It offers 
better resolution and is better in low lighting. It does mean 
that you can’t look at yourself while you film so you’ll be 
addressing the camera or lens on your phone. If using your 
laptop instead of a phone or other camera you don’t have 
this option so stay focussed on the camera rather than your 
image.

• Because you’re using the front camera, this may mean 
needing an assistant while you set things up. 

Your f ilming location
1. Choose a quiet room with no distractions or interruptions. 
2. Use a carpeted room if possible as it will reduce any echo 

and help to keep audio clean and clear. Try to avoid large 
empty rooms.

3. Film in daylight in a good bright room with natural 
light. Any windows or light sources should be behind the 
camera. Don’t sit in front of a window or you’ll appear as 
a silhouette. Lamps are good for additional light if needed. 
But avoid having a bright lamp directly next to your head 
or behind you.

4. Try to pick a spot without too much going on behind you. 
Be aware of anything that might be distracting in shot.

5. Be aware of any additional noise that may interfere with 
your audio (e.g. a squeaky chair, any background buzzing 
or humming like fans, dishwasher, radio etc.).

6. Speak nice and loudly, facing the camera.

*note on audio:
While video can be edited and manipulated to a certain extent, 
it’s essential to get the audio as good as possible when recording 
as it cannot be fixed afterwards. 

f ilming tips for making good quality smartphone event videos



Framing and  
camera position
• When addressing the viewer and speaking directly to them 

you want to aim to be filling the frame as much as possible. 
This generally means your head, shoulders and elbows. 
Don’t be too far away or too close.

• If you want to show the viewer something, for example a 
book, we’ll need to see your hands so in this case, it’s best 
to frame from the waist up. Move freely as you normally 
would, within the frame, hold the book where you normally 
would so that it continues to feel natural throughout your 
recording. 

• You may want to film cut-aways; extra material to be edited 
into the final video, e.g. additional shots of the pages of 
a book. After setting up the shot so the relevant page is 
framed properly hold it there steady above each page you 
wish to showcase for at least 7 second each. Another option 
would be to have the camera pointing over your shoulder 
looking down at the book. This would work best if you’d 
like to point out anything on the page and talk about it in a 
little more detail.  

Mistakes, f luffs etc.
• Don’t worry! Someone might accidentally walk in, the 

house phone might ring, someone shouts outside. Try and 
reduce the amount of cuts and jumps in the video. To keep 
things as seamless as possible, if you make a mistake or 
have an interruption, just start again from the beginning of 
your sentence or section.

• Try not be tempted to change the position of your camera 
during a section, it will be jarring if things start to look 
different throughout the video.

• Practice makes perfect! Speaking directly to a camera might 
feel very awkward. The best way to help with this is simply 
to practice. Practice in the mirror a couple of times if you 
like and then start practicing to your phone and watching 
back. 

• If you feel you’re struggling to get everything right in one 
take or it’s starting to feel unnatural and a bit false, then 
take a break. It might also help to break your recording into 
at most three or four sections. 

Organising and  
sending f iles 
Organsing
• Make sure to name and save each file/clip you have 

recorded and delete any discarded takes. 

Sending
• WeTransfer, Google Drive, Dropbox or WhatsApp as well 

as other software offer easy ways to send your files. Just be 
sure to have everything together in the one folder or in the 
one transfer.

• You may be struggling with phone capacity or internet, so 
you can always transfer the files from your phone to your 
computer and send from there instead. 

*note on f ilming:
Go here to watch our useful companion video tutorial ‘A simple 
guide to making good quality smartphone videos from home’.

https://youtu.be/Meu1T-SbOQY
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